
Teaching Evaluation Summary Christina Gore

Independent Instructor

AEDE 4330 - The Sustainable Economy: Concepts and Methods, The Ohio State University, Spring
2020, 27 upper level undergraduate students

Selected Evaluation Statistics

• Overall, I would rate this instructor as: 24 of 25 rated good or excellent

• The subject matter of the course was well organized: 25 of 25 rated agree or strongly agree

• This instructor was genuinely interested in teaching: 25 of 25 rated agree or strongly agree

• The instructor encouraged students to think for themselves: 24 of 25 rated as agree or strongly
agree

Selected Comments

• She was very helpful and always interested in what can help our learning. She is a great
lecturer and works very hard to make every student feel like they are caught up, like their
opinions and ideas matter, and respected. Her class is a great example of the collaboration
we’re supposed to learn before we graduate and enter the workforce, she gives us lots of
discussion time to work in groups and create ideas to share with the rest of the class. I
like that method of learning way better, it keeps us accountable to doing the reading (to
avoid being clueless during the discussion) and the small–group sharing instead of big–group
sharing exposes us to more ideas/opinions and encourages less outspoken individuals to share
their own.

• Christina gave 110% of herself to this class and was so prepared for each lecture. She creates
a stimulating environment for discussion and keeps students engaged with current topics.
Despite the global pandemic occurring, Christina kept communication reliably coming and
was totally transparent. She is a passionate student herself and wants to bring out the best
in her students.

• Christina was by far one of the best teachers that i’ve had the pleasure to be taught by while
i’ve studied here at tOSU. With regards to how well she adapted to COVID–19: i think she
did a phenomenal job of organizing things online in a way that kept students on task without
overwhelming them. She labeled things so as a working adult i can see high level view of the
due dates to plan my work week around assignments.

• I enjoyed having Christina as a professor because she always kept class interesting and en-
gaging through discussion. I enjoy learning through thoughts and opinions of other students
and from the professor. She always responds to email at a very timely manner and always is
willing to work with the student if they need assistance.


